
VERILOG ASSIGN

In Verilog, this concept is realized by the an assign statement where any wire or other similar wire like data-types can be
driven continuously with a value.

The drive strength and delay are optional and are mostly used for dataflow modeling than synthesizing into
real hardware. Rules There are some rules that need to be followed when using an assign statement: LHS
should always be a scalar or vector net or a concatenation of scalar or vector nets and never a scalar or vector
register. The value can either be a constant or an expression comprising of a group of signals. Continuous
assignment statement can be used to represent combinational gates in Verilog. If the wires are instead
converted into ports and synthesized, we will get an RTL schematic like the one shown below after synthesis.
Assign Syntax The assignment syntax starts with the keyword assign followed by the signal name which can
be either a single signal or a concatenation of different signal nets. Example 2 shows how to use continuous
assignments with vectors. Continuous assignments are used to model in combinational logic. For more
information about strength see the "Strength" chapter. The left-hand side of an assignment can also be a
concatenation of nets. Implicit Continuous Assignment When an assign statement is used to assign the given
net with some value, it is called explicit assignment. Assign reg variables It is illegal to drive or assign reg
type variables with an assign statement. Also optional is strength specification. It drives values into the nets.
Instead of the continuous assignment statement, the net declaration assignment can be used. The expression or
signal on the right hand side is evaluated and assigned to the net or expression of nets on the left hand side.
Example 7 shows a way to specify strength in a continuous assignment. In Verilog, this concept is realized by
the an assign statement where any wire or other similar wire like data-types can be driven continuously with a
value. Continuous Assignments Formal Definition Continuous assignments are the most basic assignment in
dataflow modeling. In this case a net can be declared only once, therefore only one net declaration assignment
can be made to a net. The left-hand side of an assignment is a variable to which the right-side value is to be
assigned and must be a scalar or vector net or concatenation of both. Combinational logic requires the inputs
to be continuously driven to maintain the output unlike sequential elements like flip flops where the value is
captured and stored at the edge of a clock. Delay specification can be used both in the continuous assignment
statement and the net declaration statement see Example 5 and Example 6. It drives both vector and scalar.
Example 1can be described as shown in Example 4. This means that in the net declaration statement we can
assign expressions that occur whenever right-hand side operands change. Verilog also allows an assignment to
be done when the net is declared and is called implicit assignment. See that the signal o becomes 1 whenever
the combinational expression on the RHS becomes true. Example 2 The module shown below takes two inputs
and uses an assign statement to drive the output z using part-select and multiple bit concatenations. Treat each
case as the only code in the module, else many assign statements on the same signal will definitely make the
output become X. The left-hand side of an assignment is a vector net, while the right-hand side operands are
vector registers. Single Port RAM Verilog assign statement Signals of type wire or a similar wire like data
type requires the continuous assignment of a value. RHS can contain scalar or vector registers and function
calls. An optional delay given to a continuous assignment specifies the time duration between the right-hand
side operand value change and the assignment to the left-hand side. Continuous assignments can be used in
two ways: as the net declaration statement and as the continuous assignment statement. So an assign statement
fits the purpose the well because the output o is updated whenever any of the inputs on the right hand side
change. This is because a reg variable is capable of storing data and does not require to be driven
continuously. Similarly o becomes 0 when RHS is false. For example, consider an electrical wire used to
connect pieces on a breadboard. Continuous assignments drive values into the nets whenever the right-hand
side value changes, this means continuous assignments are always active and assignments occur whenever the
right-hand side operands changes.


